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SUBJECT:

TRANSIT TV STATUS UPDATE

ISSUE

In February 2015, Metro and Tezo Systems Unlimited, the content provider for the
Transit TV system, terminated the contract. As of February 2015, Metro owns the 10year old Transit TV equipment currently on 1,700 Metro buses. In April 2015, LA
Freewaves, a media arts organization, inquired about using the Transit TV equipment
for a community mobile television network. The purpose of this memorandum is to
provide the Board with an update on the status of the Transit TV systems installed on
Metro buses and the response to the LA Freewaves inquiry.
BACKGROUND

Effective February 1, 2005, Metro awarded a 10-year advertising revenue model
contract with Transit Television Network (TTN) to install, operate, maintain and sell
advertising on small video screens on the bus fleet. Metro was to be paid a minimum of
$100,000 per year or 10% of gross revenue, whichever was more. TTN filed for
bankruptcy in the United States in February 2009. Tezo Systems Unlimited acquired
assets and the Metro contract was assigned to them March 4, 2010. Both vendors have
managed the Transit TV system and neither has gained sufficient revenue from
advertising to offset operational costs. On February 17, 2015, Tezo Systems Unlimited
and Metro terminated the contract for convenience.

DISCUSSION

Enhancing the customer experience is a priority. In an effort to maximize the Transit TV
equipment, staff considered various options for the 10-year old equipment and
concluded that it might be possible to connect the Transit TV monitors to the security
cameras on-board our buses and display closed circuit television footage. After further
analysis, the type of modification needed to repurpose the equipment would require a
significant initial labor investment estimated between $500,000 and $1.2 million. Staff
determined that it is more practical to buy new monitors that are configured to work with
the security system. Due to the age of the equipment, staff also expects high costs to
maintain the system.
Technical Limitations of Reusing the Transit TV System
Connecting the Transit TV monitor into the video camera system on-board requires
continued operation of Transit TV's "Media Engine." The media engine is required to get
power to the Transit TV video monitors. The processor embedded within their media
engine is also required to translate the video stream into a format that can be displayed
on their monitors. Though technically possible, this configuration would be dependent
on ten-year old processors and power supply, two likely points of failure. It is unlikely
that this configuration would be reliable or easily maintained. Given the age of the
Transit TV equipment, finding replacement parts for either the media engine or the
monitors is problematic. With these considerations in mind, the Maintenance
department has been removing and disposing of any non-operational or vandalized
Transit TV equipment.
On April 20, 2015, staff received an inquiry from LA Freewaves to use the equipment for
a community mobile TV network (Attachment A). Unfortunately the arrangement
suggested by LA Freewaves cannot be accommodated without a large labor investment
in outdated equipment. Two companies have tried to provide Transit TV Services with
an advertising revenue model. Both have failed to find an advertising market to gain
revenue. Industry research suggests that the existing advertising market prefers
advertising placement with personal computer and cell phone companies. There are no
plans at this time to pursue another contractor for Metro Transit TV services.
NEXT STEPS

Staff is exploring the feasibility and costs of installing new monitors on existing buses.
New monitors would be used to project CCTV footage and are a better investment than
trying to re-purpose obsolete equipment. New video monitors that can plug directly into
the DVR are available for an estimated $1000 each, plus labor and materials. Metro is
evaluating the costs of monitor systems that allow for the transmission of video content;
however Metro staff is not optimistic that this will be cost-effective. Staff also issued a
formal response to LA Freewaves.
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ATTACHMENTS:
A. LA Freewaves Letter from April 20, 2015
B. Metro Response to LA Freewaves Inquiry from June 4, 2015
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Attachment A
Los Angeles County
Metropolitan Transportation Authority

One Gateway Plaza
los Angeles, CA 90012-2952

213.922.2000 Tel

metro.net

Metro
June 4, 2015

Anne Bray
Executive Director
LA Freewaves
6522 Hollywood Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90028
Dear Ms. Bray,
Thank you for your interest in the community and in Metro. The Transit TV system was operated
by an outside company in an effort to provide information for Metro riders, generate profit for
that company and revenue for Metro. While riders enjoyed the system during the 10 years it was
operated on Metro buses, two different companies tried to run the system and were unable to
generate enough revenue to meet their operational expenses.
The equipment currently on our buses is ten years old, outdated, failing and in need of
replacement. In an effort to maximize the Transit TV equipment, staff considered various
options for the 10-year old equipment and concluded that the types of modifications needed to
repurpose the original Transit TV equipment would require a significant initial labor investment
estimated between $500,000 and $1.2 million.
Transit TV is only one of many tools that we employ at Metro as a platform for community
engagement. For example, we have a robust, multi-pronged community engagement program
that targets numerous stakeholder groups. This includes regular community e-mail updates,
Metro's web site, The Source blog, and a wealth of social media channels that create new
opportunities to exchange in a two-way dialogue with the community. One of our specific
programs includes the Metro Art Program, which seeks to enhance the customer experience
with innovative, award-winning visual and performing arts programming that encourages
ridership and connect people, sites and neighborhoods throughout Los Angeles County.
If you have any further questions regarding our community engagement process, please do not
, Interim Chief Communications Officer at (213) 922-7671.
hesitate to contact Ann Ke

Phillip A. ashington
Chief Executive Officer
cc:

Board of Directors

ATTACHMENT B

Dear Metro Board of D1recton,

April 20, 20 15

As ExecutiVe Director of Freewaves, I am wnting to suggest a future item for a
Metro Board agenda. Freewaves, a media arts organization of 26 yean, has been
showing artists' videos on LA Metro buses intermittently since 20 I I .

On February I, 2015, T ransitTV shut down, leaving the screens on 2000 buses
dark. This system can offer the city and county governments a means to reach
800-900,000 residents on any day with community, heal~. or service messaRes!
The health department, police services, community-based groups, schools and,
yes, community artists could reach a largely undenerved group of residents with
a variety of helpful messages. These organizations currently spend an enormous
amount of time, energy and money trying to reach these people. If you asked
the County health department if they wanted to reach these residents, we know
the answer: for sure!
LA could have the fint community mobile television network managed by, for
instance, Channels 35/36 and LA County TV, with content from a variety of
sources, including public agencies and CBOs. The infrastructure, although
somewhat battered, is on the buses right now and the upload/download systems
are still in place.
Here are the basic facts of the TV system:
• 4,000 Digital TV screens, refreshed daily
Captive daily ridership of 1 million+ daily
46% of viewers are 18-34 years old
66% Latino
69% income under $26,000
25% Spanish speaking only
• Average commute is 45 minutes twice a day!
• They are a hard to reach public through other means
• This TV system can mix video and interactive messages
The TV system can also provide a platform for community engagement, i.e., data
responses to questions posed on the videos that riders could respond to via text.
It could use artists' eye-catching skills and could show students' videos from
throughout the county.
I would appreciate this item being added to the agenda for the Board's
consideration soon. I offer to help in other ways if needed.
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Ann,e Bray
Executive Director

